Assessing how Customers are Incentivized to Purchase Residential PV and Battery Energy Storage Systems Under Different Energy Policy Incentives

Abstract
Achieving Hawaii’s renewable portfolio standard of 100% renewable generation by 2045 will require more renewable generation and storage at the residential level of the electrical grid. Currently, there are federal and state policy measures in place to encourage the adoption of generation technologies such as photovoltaic solar cells ("PV") and storage technologies such as battery energy storage ("BES") systems. As policy makers consider or implement changes to those measures, it is important to understand the implications on customers' economic incentive to purchase those technologies. This presentation describes the development of a modeling tool that determines the size of PV or PV + BES that customers in Hawaii are incentivized to purchase considering a customer's minimum acceptable rate of return ("MARR") and federal and state policy measures including tax incentives and utility interconnection agreements. The model's results are used to provide insight into helping answer policy questions such as: are customers in Hawaii incentivized to switch from PV only systems to PV + BES and how likely is it that customers will defect from the grid entirely?
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